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1. What is SEO?

SEO (Search Engine Optimization) is the process of improving the rank of a webpage in SERP

(Search engine results page) of a particular search engine for the set of identified key-phrases.

A SERP may contain two types of results, Organic (Natural) or Paid. SEO refer to improving

Position of a webpage in organic results on SERP.

2. Keyword/Key phrase

Keyword is the search term for which you want to improve the rank of a webpage in search

engine. If keyword consists of more than one word, it is known as Key Phrase.

3. Keyword Analysis

Keyword Analysis is the process of identifying keywords/key phrases for a website. These

words/phrases would be the search terms which a potential user will search for to find services

provided by the business.

Following factors should be considered while looking for keywords for a website:

a. Relevancy

There are two type of relevancy that should be kept in mind while doing keyword analysis:

Content Relevancy



Keyword should be related to the service provided by the website. Ranking for the keyword

which is not related to content (business) is like marketing for a product which you do not sell.

Even if you rank well for unrelated keyword, potential user will bounce as he/she will not found

what he/she was looking for on the page.

Geographical Relevancy

Some business provides services to restricted towns/counties, while some target broad

audience like whole country. So SEO executive must consider the location while selecting

keywords. If client target only a particular town/county then targeting location appended

search terms would be far better approach then targeting non-geographic phrases. E.g. if

client provides photography services in London then it’s better to target photographer London

then photographer as these searchers will also contain anyone outside London looking for

photographer and hence even if we rank for such phrase, user may bounce from the site.

b. Demand

Demand is number of searches for a keyword in a particular search engine. Ranking

for a keyword which has no demand is of no use. You should select keywords

which have decent demand. To check demand for a keyword you can use Google

AdWords keyword tool https://adwords.google.com/o/Targeting/Explorer?

__u=1000000000&__c=1000000000&ideaRequestType=KEYWORD_IDEAS#search.none. To

use this tool, you just need to enter the keyword for which you want to check demand, select

the country as per the target search engine and click search. This tool also provides suggestion

for the related keywords hence can be used for keyword analysis. Though data provided by

keyword tool is not 100% accurate, it gives fair idea of number of searches for a keyword as the

average of last 12 month.

c. Competition

Competition is measured in terms of resources available to a project. It’s easy to improve ranks

for some phrases than other. This is because number of competitors trying to rank for different

phrases differs. Also some keywords are considered as generic i.e. not specific to a business.



E.g. “pump” is far more generic term than “water pumps” and “electric water pumps”. For

generic terms, there are lots of resources available and hence competition is more for them.

SEO Executive should select target keywords according to number of hours allocated to a

project. For example if client wants to rank for keyword “travel insurance“ in 40 hours per

month then it’s not advisable to target this approach. We should rather select less competitive

term like “Single trip travel insurance”.

Before starting keyword analysis, SEO executive must analyze clients business thoroughly. Once

this is done, think of some phrases which you anticipate that potential user will search to get

services provided by client. Once you have initial terms, use keyword tool to find related terms.

Apart from Google AdWords keyword tool, you can also use following tools:

● SEMRush: SEMRush gives data of keywords already ranking well for your domain.

● Google Analytics: If client have Google analytics installed on the website, then you can

use it to find the keywords which are feeding traffic but are not ranking well.

Keyword analysis is a regular process. It helps in refining the earlier SEO strategies and

identifying new keywords to target.
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4. Target Keyword & Target URL

Target Keywords: Keyword or set of keywords which you select to rank well for a particular

page

Target URL: It is the webpage for which you want to improve rank for a particular keyword.

Once you have finalized the keywords, you need to group them and select Target URLs for

them. You should select page which relates to the target keywords.

Also it is advised not to target more than 3 words on a page as targeting more than 3 words on

a page will dilute SEO efforts. So if you have more than 3 keywords to target for a page then

you can create new landing (target) page for remaining keywords.
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5. On Page SEO



As the name implies, these are the SEO factors which are present on the webpage itself. Search

engine gives priority to the pages in SERP which contains the search term on the pages at

certain hot spots. To rank well in SERP, a webpage should have perfectly optimized on page

factors. On Page factors are listed as below:

a. Meta Tags:

Meta tags contains the information about the webpage hence search engine consider the

words which are present there. Important Meta tags from SEO perspective are:

Title Meta Tag:

Title tag is the most important Meta tag and carries lots of SEO value. It is visible on SERP as

title of listing.

● Title tag should contain all the target keywords; the keyword which has highest priority

should be present in leftmost portion. “|” or “,” can be used as keyword separator.

● Title tag ideally should not contain more than 70 characters including whitespaces as

search engines tend to cut the characters after that in SERP so it is mostly not visible to

human. Hence it gives less important to keywords present after 70 characters.

● Two pages on a website should not have same title tag as it will be considered as

duplicate content by search engine. Search engine does not like duplicate content as

they have millions of pages to index.

● It is advised to append title tag with target location as it gives strong signal to search

engine about target location of the business and helps in ranking for location appended

search terms.

You will find title Meta tag in <head> section of a page.

<title>Your title goes here</title>

Example of well optimized title tag

Keywords in order of priority from left: SEO Services London, SEO Company London, SEO

Consultant London

Title Tag: SEO Services London | SEO Company London | SEO Consultant London



Title in SERP sometimes may differ from actual title of the page in HTML. This happens as

search engines wants to display best title of page to user so they create title of their own. They

may also take title from DMOZ listing of the website (if any). To stop SEs from using title tag

from DMOZ, use following tag in head section of the page:

<meta name=”robots” content=”noodp”>

Description Meta Tag: This Meta tag contains the description of the page and hence used

by search engine to identify what a page is all about. Description tag should contain target

keywords and should read natural as it is display in SERP below title.

● Description tag should not exceed the limit of 160 characters.

● Two pages on a website should not have same description tag.

Description tag can be found in <head> section in HTML of a webpage.

<meta name=”description” content=”your description goes here” />

Example of well optimized description:

Keywords in order of priority from left: SEO Services London, SEO Company London, SEO

Consultant London

Description Tag: SEO Services London, Looking for SEO Company in London? PlanetWebSolution

provides online marketing solutions and is leading SEO Consultant in London.

Keyword Meta tag: Keyword Meta tag is used to list keywords for a page. Nowadays most of

the search engines claims that they ignore the content of keyword Meta tag but it should be

added to the page as some other websites still consider it.

● You should list all target keywords of the page in keyword tag separated by comma.

● Two pages should not have same keyword tag.

Keyword tag can be found in <head> section of HTML of the web page.

<meta name=”keywords” content=”keyword1, keyword2, keyword3….” />

b. www Redirect

Many websites open with both www version(http://www.example.com) and non www

version(http://example.com) of URL. This creates the problem of duplicity in Google’s Index. So



one version of URL should redirect to another.

To decide which version to redirect(www or non www):

1. If website is new then you can keep any version.

2. If website is old, search for domain name(without www and http) in google and see

which version is ranking. If www version is ranking, redirect non www to www and vice

versa.

6. Off Page SEO

As the name implies, off page factors as the ranking factors which are not present on the page.

During the earlier phase of Search engine evolution, SEs used to rank a website merely by

looking at on page factors. Website that had better on page factors ranked well. As anyone can

manipulate this approach of search engines, they developed more sophisticated algorithms and

start tracking human behavior and some other factors which are not present on the page.

One such factor is back-link to the webpage. Search engine consider it as a vote by human,

more the number of vote better will be the website so they count it as ranking factor. Another

factor they take into account is anchor text through which a page is linked.

a. Link Terminology:

● Inbound link: If there is a hyperlink from webpage A to webpage B, then it will be

termed as inbound link or back-link for webpage B.

● Outbound link: If there is a hyperlink from webpage A to webpage B, then it will be

termed as outbound link for webpage A.

● One Way Link: If there is a hyperlink from webpage A to webpage B and there is no

other linking between them, then this link will be known as One way link.

● Reciprocal Link: If there is a hyperlink from webpage A to webpage B and also a

hyperlink from B to A, then it will be known as reciprocal linking between webpage A

and webpage B.

Reciprocal linking is considered as bad linking technique as most of the website just

does it for the sake of SEO value. However it is not bad if link exchange partners are



relevant to each other.

● Three Way Link: It is a link exchange method in which three website participate and

none of them link back to each other. So in this way you can exchange links without

being at the risk of reciprocal linking.

For example, site A links to site B, but not B to A. So, site B is only receiving a one-way

link from site A and NOT linking back to it. Likewise, site C and site A are linked from one

site but not linking back.

● Deep Linking: Link to inner page of the website is known as deep link. To improve the

rank of inner page, SEO executive needs to create deep link for that page.

● Authority Links: High traffic websites, .gov or .edu websites are considered as authority

websites by search engines. They have very good domain authority in terms of SEO

value. Backlinks from such websites are known as authority links.
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b. Link Quality Factors

● Page Rank(PR)

PR is a rating scale by Google named after Larry Page, co-founder of Google. The page rank

value indicates the importance of a particular page. The Page Rank of a page is defined

recursively and depends on the number and Page Rank metric of all pages that link to it

("incoming links"). A page that is linked to by many pages with high Page Rank receives a high

rank itself. If there are no links to a web page there is no support for that page.

Page rank of page can be from 0 to 10. It will be N/A for new pages. More the page rank of

page, more will be its SEO authority and likely to rank well in SERP.

In terms of link quality page rank play role as follows:

i. A page receives some value known as link juice whenever it receives a back-link from

another page. Link juice will be more if PR of page from where it is receiving back-link is

more.

ii. Also if there are more than one outbound link on a page then SEO value passed to them



will be distributed among them. So number of outbound links on the page from where

we are getting back link should be minimum.

● Anchor Text

Clickable part of link is known as anchor text. Anchor text give search engine a quick and reliable

way of knowing what keyword that page is targeting. So target keyword should be present in anchor

text.

● Relevancy

Content/Industry Relevancy: Link from website in same industry type holds more value than

link from website which is irrelevant as such links will be of more use to users. For example, if a

hotel website link to flight website then this link will hold more SEO value than a link between

hotel and SEO website as both hotel and flight are related to travel industry. A person looking

for flight may also be interested in hotel.

Geographical Relevancy: A link from same geographic location holds more SEO value. For

example if an US based website link to another US based website then this link will have more

value then linking between UK based website and US based website.

● Nofollow Tags

Nofollow is a value that can be assigned to the rel attribute of an HTML element to instruct

search engines that a hyperlink should not influence the link target's ranking in the search

engine's index. It is intended to reduce the effectiveness of certain types of search engine

spam, thereby improving the quality of search engine results and preventing spamdexing from

occurring.

It can be added to a link as follows

<a href="http://www.example.com/" rel="nofollow">Link text</a>

Nofollow tag was introduced to stop spam comments on blogs but then lots of the webmasters

started using it in order to stop spam.

As above, a link with Nofollow attribute does pass any SEO value to the page so in theory we

should not build any link which is Nofollow. However if all links to a website are dofollow (not



nofollow) then link profile may look unnatural to search engine and so might not have full

effect. So it is advised to build 5-10% Nofollow links to a website.

● Vary Anchor Text

Link profile a website should not look unnatural to search engines. If all links for a website have

same anchor text then, it might look suspicious to SEs. So while creating links for a webpage,

variation of target keywords should be used.

For example if target keyword is SEO Company London, then its variations can be: SEO

Company in London, SEO Companies in London etc.

● Links from Broad Base

A website should have link from broad base, not just same type of links. Broad base can be

defined in following ways:

Type of websites: Backlinks to a website should be from various different types of websites. For

example, as website should have backlink from articles, blogs, forums, directories etc. not just

article websites.

Number of Domains: A website should get links from lots of domains not just few. 100 links

from 100 different domains would be more beneficial than 100 links from 5 domains.
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● Version of URL to link

A page on web can be linked in so many ways e.g. a link to http://www.example.com/ can be

any of them:

http://www.example.com/

http://www.example.com

www.example.com

www.example.com/

http://example.com/

http://example.com

However while building links, if SEO executive build links to these versions randomly, it will



dilute the effect of link building. To gain maximum of link building, you should choose one

URL(same URL should open as per section 5.t) and build link to that URL only.
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7. Link Building Techniques

a. Web Directory Submission

A web directory is the directory listing web sites by category and subcategory. Web directories

often allow site owners to submit their site for inclusion, and have editors review submissions

for fitness. This gives link builder an opportunity to get link from.

Most of the directories are general in scope and list websites across a wide range of categories

and regions. But some niche directories focus on restricted regions, or specialist sectors.

Example of niche directory is http://www.travelwebdir.com/, this directory contains lots of

travel websites in different categories.

What business details should be used in directory submission?

In most of the directories, human editors review submission. They reject the submission if they

found that directory guidelines were not met or if there are signal for spamming. So submission

should be done using following info:

i. Title: Business name – One Keyword/Service

ii. URL: Target URL

Note: Avoid deep link in URL field if it is not allowed. Read directory submission guidelines on

submission page.

iii. Email: In most of the link building techniques, SEO executive have to use fake email

IDs created on free email providers like Gmail, Hotmail etc. However using those for

directory submission will make our submission look spammy. So it is recommended to

use domain email for directory submission.

However using primary email ID of client for this purpose will increase the level of

junk emails in their inbox, so a secondary email should be created for the purpose of

directory submission. You should also have access to this email so that you can click on



confirmation email sent by some directories.

Domain Email for directory submission will be provided by client.

iv. Description: Brief description of the business in natural manner. It should not be copied

from Meta description of the page.

v. Meta Description: Meta Description of target page.

vi. Meta Keyword: Meta Keywords of target URL.

vii. Tags: Same as Meta keywords.

viii. Category: Select most relevant category to business.

ix. Address: Physical address of business, mostly asked in local business directories

x. Contact number: Primary contact.

xi. Contact Name: Name of client.

xii. Submission Type: Free submissions aka Regular submission sometimes.

How to submit a website in directory?

To submit the website, go to most relevant category. Once there, look for Add URL, Submit URL,

Add Website, Submit Website or similar option. Click on it, a submission form will appear. Fill

information as above and submit it.

Where do I get the web directories for submission?

We maintain list of various niche, regional (local) and general web directories. Submission

should be done first on local directories, then niche directories and then general directories.

Refer to Directory Websites Spreadsheet on docs for complete list of directories.
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b. Social Bookmarking

Social bookmarking websites allows online bookmarking so that users can access bookmarks

anywhere unlike traditional bookmarking, where user can access bookmarks on the computer

where it is done.

This concept initially facilitates online bookmarks only; however it is extended to sharing

bookmark with friends or sharing a story publicly. In this way it becomes popular, user shares a



story, if other users like it they vote for it and it becomes visible on high PR page of the website.

From SEO perspective there are two sides of it:

i. First, it gives a backlink.

ii. More the number of times a URL is bookmarked or voted (some bookmarking websites

does not allow bookmarking a URL twice, they allow voting though) more the value of

that backlink.

How to Bookmark?

To do a bookmark, you have to register on bookmarking site. Once that is done follow the

process as below:

i. Sign in on the bookmarking website

ii. Look for submit story, add bookmark, add URL or similar option. A submission form will

open.

iii. Fill in the details as follows:

Title: Meta Title of the target page

Description: Meta Description of the target page

URL: Target URL

Tags/Keywords: Meta keywords of the target page

Category: Most appropriate category to the website

Public/Private: Public

iv. Submit or create bookmark.

Note:

i. Some bookmarking website use browser plugins/add-on to create bookmarks. Use them

to bookmark a URL quickly on such sites.

ii. Submit a URL from more than one account to increase the votes for it.

Problem in Bookmarking accounts:

i. If a bookmarking account is not used for couple of months, site admin might delete it

and hence all the bookmarks done by that account will be deleted.



ii. If more than one URL of a website is submitted on a bookmarking website using same

login details, than admin might consider it as SEO spam and delete the account.

Solution to above problems is as follows:

i. Accounts will be created by SEO executives and will be shared with each other so that

they will be used regularly. This will solve the first problem.

ii. To bookmark a URL more than once or to bookmark more than one URL of same

website, SEO executive will need more accounts. Sharing accounts will solve the

problem

All the accounts created by SEO executives will be added to the Bookmarking Accounts

Spreadsheet where other users can access them.

c. Blog Commenting

A blog (a blend of the term web log) is a type of website or part of a website supposed to be

updated with new content from time to time. Blogs are usually maintained by an individual

with regular entries of commentary, descriptions of events, or other material such as graphics

or video. Entries are commonly displayed in reverse-chronological order.

Most blog website allows users to comment on entries/post. Users can provide link to their

websites in those comments which provides linking opportunity to SEO Executives. Links

from relevant blogs are of good value. Blogs also provides opportunities to get .edu and .org

backlinks to a website.

How to comment: Commenting on a blog is trick as most of the blogs are moderated by

moderators who delete the comment if it looks a bit spammy. Your blog comment should

contribute something meaningful to the blog post. Otherwise moderator will not approve

it. Comments like “Great post”, “Thanks for the information” will likely to be deleted by

moderator.

Read the blog post carefully and research the topic if required. Prepare a reply that shows your

interest or concern about the post. Then reply to the post, moderator doesn’t mind giving link if

reply contributes to post.



How to create link:

A blog commenting form looks like as the image below. Comment will go in large text area,

while link is formed by the combination of Name and Website field. So keyword should be used

in name field and target URL in Website field. Fake Gmail Id can be used in mail field.

Some blogs does not support Name Website/URL field. In such instance you can create link by

adding your keyword in comment naturally and then creating backlink using that keyword as

anchor text. Some blogs supports HTML in text area while some will BB (Bulletin Board) codes.

Some blogs contains help section to educate users on how to create hyperlink. SEO executive

should read it to know which type of HTML is supported by blog.

How to find relevant blogs: There are lots of methods to search dofollow relevant blogs as

below:

i. Normal search on Google using “dofollow <keyword> blog” as search term. E.g. dofollow

travel blog.

ii. Normal search on Google for related blog topics to your client’s website. For example

look for health blogs if client provide smoking alternative products.

iii. Blog commenter software. This is simple, easy to use software to find dofollow blogs.

iv. Use Google Search Operator to find blogs which use special comment plugins

E.g. Commentluv is popular comment plugin which facilitates dofollow links in

comments. So to search for travel blogs with commentluv plugin search in search

engine.

Travel intext:Commentluv

Another example of using search operator to find blog is

inurl:blog "post a comment" OR "leave a comment"

or you can find .gov blog

site:.gov inurl:blog "post a comment" OR "leave a comment"

Read http://www.blogseo.com/seo-tips/high-quality-backlinks-from-authoritywebsites/

for more on this.



v. http://www.inlineseo.com/dofollowdiver/, this is a search engine to find dofollow blogs.

vi. http://dropmylink.com/, great tool to find .gov and .edu blogs.

vii. Fast Blog Finder: Software to find dofollow blogs. Download link

http://www.fastblogfinder.com/downloads/

d. Forum Signature Linking

An Internet forum, or message board, is an online discussion site where people can hold

conversations in the form of posted messages.

A forum consists of a tree like directory structure. It can be divided into categories for the

relevant discussions. Under the categories are sub-forums and these sub-forums can further

have more sub-forums. The topics (commonly called threads) come under the lowest level

of sub-forums and these are the places under which members can start their discussions or

posts. Logically forums are organized into a finite set of generic topics (usually with one main

topic) driven and updated by a group known as members, and governed by a group known as

moderators. e.g. of a forum website is http://seoforums.org/

Depending on the forum's settings, users can be anonymous or have to register with the forum

and then subsequently log-in in order to post messages. On most forums, users do not have to

log in to read existing messages.

A post is a user-submitted message enclosed into a block containing the user's details and the

date and time it was submitted. Members are usually allowed to edit or delete their own posts.

Posts are contained in threads, where they appear as boxes one after another. The first post

starts the thread; this may be called the TS (thread starter) or OP (original post). Posts that

follow in the thread are meant to continue discussion about that post, or respond to other

replies.

Forums allow users to define a signature (sometimes called a sig), which is a block of text,

possibly with BBCode, which appears at the bottom of all of the user's posts. Sole purpose

of signature is to allow user to share his resources. So user can create link in signature with

optimized anchor text. This is the link building opportunity for SEO executive, creating link in



signature.

How to create signature: User can create signature by clicking on edit profile/edit signature

option in control panel.

How to post: Posting on forums is same as commenting on blogs, however here you can also

start your own topic. Keep following things in mind while posting:

● Do not promote client’s business directly.

● Post something meaningful which contribute to community. Read existing posts in that

thread if you are replying and then reply after researching on topic.

● Do not ask question contradicting with your signature, e.g. if you have link to SEO

company website in signature, then do not ask questions like “where can I find good

SEO provider”. You can talk about other SEO topics.

How to search relevant forums:

i. Forum search engine: www.omgili.com, www.boardtracker.com, www.boardreader.com

etc.

ii. Use Google Search Operator to find forum platforms text with your keywords.

E.g. vbulletin is popular forum platform; a forum on travel insurance can be found easily

using following search query

Travel insurance intext:vbulletin

iii. Normal Google Search. E.g. travel forums

Problems in Forum Signature Linking

Spam on forum website has increased a lot so moderators on forum have become strict. To

stop spamming, forum moderators does not allow a member to create link in signature or to

create signature until user post certain number of posts. By doing this, they ensure that user

visit on forum continuously and contribute like a natural user, not just a spammy link builder.

So SEO executives should not create signature in forums till certain number of posts. Number

of posts differs from forum to forum, but if it is not bounded then its user should not create

signature till initial 10 posts. Also these 10 posts should not be done in a day or two. They



should be evenly distributed. In this way SEO executive can win the moderators trust and build

good links from signature in posts.

e. Article Submission

Articles are good way to acquire backlinks to your website from lots of domains. There are lots

of article directories available on internet which accepts free submissions. Most of the article

directories have an author bio box in which SEO executive can give link with optimized anchor

text. Furthermore an article should be submitted to 5 directories to increase the number of

backlinks from one article.

While submitting article, an article directory may request following information:

i. Title: Title of article should contain the keyword. It should not exceed more than 8

words.

ii. Summary: It is the brief description of article and mostly contains 1 or 2 short

paragraphs.

iii. Body: Main body of the article. Should contain at least 300 words.

iv. Keyword/Tags: Target keywords.

v. Category: Category of article.

vi. Author Bio: Something about the author of the article. Include keyword in author bio so

that backlink with optimized anchor text can be created here.

How many articles do I need for a website per month?

Number of articles required for a project per month will depend on the plan client opts about

which team leader will inform SEO executive.

From where will I get articles?

Team Leader will provide the articles when requested by a team member.

Where and how to submit article?

Once SEO executive got the article, he/she can submit it to 5 different article directories with

and optimized backlink to the website. Refer to article directories spreadsheet for list of article

directories.



To submit the article, register in article directory. Once registered, login and look for submit

article or add article option. Click on it, it will take you to the submission form. Fill the

information and click submit.

Some articles get published immediately, while some get published after moderator’s approval.

In latter case, check the status of article after a week to see if it is approved or not.

f. Competitor Back-Link Analysis

It is a technique whereby SEO executive will analyze backlinks of the competitors ranking on top

positions to see from where they are getting links and creating links for client’s website there.

There are lots of free and paid tools available to find backlinks to a website. We use following

SEO tools for this purpose.

To find the backlinks for a website, process is as follows:

● SEO Spy Glass

● Open Site Explorer

● ahrefs

● Bleckko

g. Profile Links

There are lots of websites available which allow users to create public profile. Within that

profile you can add website for the user which becomes visible on public profiles. Such profiles

are good way to get backlinks from broad IP base. All such links are known as profile links. We

devote some position of our link building time to profile links. Profile links should be created on

all the websites listed in profile links spreadsheet on docs.
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h. Press Release

An SEO press release or 'search engine optimized' press release is first and foremost a way to

deliver news of new events taking place within your company. However, it is written in such a

way that it will rank well in the search engines for your keywords and provide your website with

important backlinks that will also help boost its position in the search engine rankings.



Benefits of press release:

● Backlinks from credible news sites which increases the ranking of your website or blog

for your keywords

● Visibility in search engines

● Ranking in Google News and Yahoo News for your keywords

From where will I get press release?

Team leader will provide the press release when requested by Team member

How to optimize content of press release?

Title:

● Include the main keyword phrase in the title, close to the beginning when possible;

● Reduce unnecessary words to improve keyword weight

Summary: Include main key-phrase or its variation.

First Paragraph: Include the main keyword phrase in the first paragraph, ideally in the first

sentence.

Rest of the body:

● Length at least 200 words.

● Use simple and straightforward language.

● Include the main keyword phrase (and/or variations of it) approximately one time for

every 100 words.

● Optimize and images tags, image name and multimedia content with target keywords.

Links:

● Press release can boost ranks for inner pages so link directly to specific pages in the

release (not just the home page)

● Most important - Use keywords in the anchor text of links;

Website Blog: If website has a blog, write a variation of press release there and link it to press

release.

Where to submit press release?



There are lots of free wire services available where you can submit your press release. Refer to

Press Release websites spreadsheet on docs for complete list of wire services.

i. Member Association Links

Many of our clients would have membership with reputed associations in their niche. These

association add a page on their website(if association have website) to display client’s info. We

should check that client’s website is listed on that page. If client website is not present on that

page, we should ask client to contact association to create a link to their website(if possible,

optimized link with keyword in anchor text).

8. SEO Tools

a. SEO Quake

FireFox plugin, useful to check the SEO parameters like PR, domain age, indexed pages etc for a

webpage quickly at one place.

http://www.seoquake.com/

b. Search Status

Search Status is a toolbar extension for FireFox which lets you view its Google PageRank,

Google Category, Alexa popularity ranking, Compete.com ranking, SEOmoz Linkscape mozRank,

Alexa related links and backward links from Google, Yahoo! and MSN. It also enable user to

check Meta tags for a page, robot.txt, xml sitemap etc. quickly.

http://www.quirk.biz/searchstatus/

c. Rank Tracker

Automates the ranks checking for lots of keywords, using this tool make rank checking

process faster and you don’t have to dig through SERP manually to check ranks for your target

keywords.

http://www.link-assistant.com/rank-tracker/

d. Domain Tools

Using this tool, you can check server information on which site is hosted, domain registration

date etc.



http://www.domaintools.com/

e. Similar Page Checker

Show percentage of similarity between two pages.

http://www.webconfs.com/similar-page-checker.php

f. Domain Age Checker

If you want to check age of a domain use any of the tools below.

http://www.seologs.com/dns/domain-check.html

http://www.webconfs.com/domain-age.php

g. HTTP Header Checker

This tool allow you to inspect the HTTP headers that the web server returns when requesting a

URL. Works with HTTP and HTTPS URLs

http://www.webconfs.com/http-header-check.php

h. PR Checker

Using this tool you can check the Google Page Rank of any web page without installing the

Google toolbar.

http://www.prchecker.info/check_page_rank.php

i. Google Adwords Keyword Tool

Keyword tool from Google that provides Specific and Similar keywords and show demand for them,

good for keyword research.

https://adwords.google.com/o/Targeting/Explorer?

__u=1000000000&__c=1000000000&ideaRequestType=KEYWORD_IDEAS#search.none

j. Robots.txt generator

Generate robots.txt file easily using this tool.

http://www.mcanerin.com/EN/search-engine/robots-txt.asp

k. Robots.txt checker

Check robots.txt file for errors using this tool

http://tool.motoricerca.info/robots-checker.phtml.



9. Frequently asked questions

a. What is a brand stack?

Brand stacking is a technique to achieve more than one result one after another for a domain

in SERP. E.g. if you search for espn basketball in Google you will see most of the results in top

10 are from the site espn.go.com. Usually brand stack appear for brand names but it can be

achieved for any keyword if it is present in domain name.

How to achieve Brand Stacking?

To achieve brand stack follow the steps as below:

i. Select multiple pages on your site and optimize them from On Page point of view. Use

the keyword for which you want stack in title, description, page content, URL, alt tag of

image logo etc.

ii. Select one URL and get it on first page, on top ideally.

iii. Once it is done, select the other URLs and start building links for them using stacking

keyword as anchor text. With some efforts you will be able to achieve brand stack

easily.

I Hope you enjoy reading this short guide about SEO, so please share your 
reviews with me , if you find any errors in this guide or something you haven’t 
understood then please let me know. I will try my best to solve your query.  I 
would love have your feedback.

Don’t forget to subscribe my blog for more explosive 
updates.


